
YOUR TICKET TO THE NEW EARTH 

 

Today I watched a video of a small boy who sang a song entitled “Tell me why”. In 

the video at one point, showed lots of children about his age was standing behind 

him in support as it were of his question. The question in the song had to do with… 

why do we war…? Why is there sickness…? Why is there poverty…? Why do we not 

lend a hand when we know that others are dying from starvation…? Someone please 

tell me why. 

 

I watched this video with much emotion as I realized that the children coming on 

to the planet today are of a different breed then we have ever had before. I recall 

something I heard my brother say a long time ago… he said…”the day is coming 

when they are going to declare war and no one is going to show up”. I 

sometimes ask myself these same questions I heard asked in the song. Take war… 

the fact that we still go to war against another country only reveals how retarded 

as a race we still are. 

 

I trust I’m only observing here and not passing judgment for we are now in the age 

where the rate of vibration that passes judgment will not be tolerated. Not 

because any government will control us, but because the planet is moving into fifth 

density and a judging spirit can only exist in third density. In fifth density all who 

inhabit the planet will have moved into this range and will have lost the lower 

density vibrations that have created all the ills known to that level of 

consciousness. 

 

All who have feelings/empathy for the less fortunate on the planet will remain on 

her as she transcends to fifth density. There are those who have already 

transcended to forth or fifth now. If in reading this you are asking the question 

where am I… please be assured that wherever you are you are exactly where you’re 

supposed to be for the law of attraction is a perfect law and it always gets it right. 

That’s just in repeating saying; you will always be where you are supposed to be 

according to your vibrational pattern. 

 

To repeat something else… if your heart goes out to the suffering on the planet, if 

you have empathy for those less fortunate then you, you will remain on the planet 

as it transcends from third density through fourth to fifth where peace and good 

will to all men will reign supreme. We are often encouraged by the entities of 

higher dimensions to not allow fear to enter while we watch the chaos that is going 



on around us. I want to say here, that if and when you do find fear is influencing 

you here is all you need do. 

 

Just know that nothing can keep you from your destination to the golden age not 

even fear itself with only one exception. If you believe it can you’re right and if 

you believe it cannot you’re right, again with one exception. That which created 

you can supersede… it can override… it can overturn… any hard fast false law 

that three dimensional/third density thinking can come up with. And any thought 

that says “I may not make it” is from that level… never fifth density. Whenever I 

have found myself in a state of vulnerability I automatically switch channels to 

the one called trust. 
 

We all are constantly changing and we have moments of doubt. Do not resist these 

times. Just receive them as part of growing and turn your dial to trust knowing 

that as you do… that which you are, on a higher dimensional plane of 

consciousness, will take over. That’s a given. Sometimes we just need to lay back 

and say… I’m not going to enter the arena of the spiritual sweat life. I’m just going 

to sit this one out and let the one who can see from a greater vantage point then I 

right now, stand in the gap for me. 

 

Whatever you do that works to release you from the anxiety that fear would 

create that is what I’d do. You may defeat the fear by simply ignoring it… or by 

just knowing that nothing, not fear or anything else can prevent you from ascending 

with the mother planet as she moves into fifth density. The bottom line is if you 

care for others, if you sincerely desire the good of others that’s your ticket. 

That’s you guarantee that you have already transcended to a level that is conducive 

to the age before you. 
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